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Specific Measurable Achievable Results-Focused Time-Bound

Goals should be simplistically written 
and clearly define what you are going 

to do.

Goals should be measurable so that 
you have tangible evidence that you 

have accomplished the goal.

Goals should be achievable; they 
should stretch you slightly so you feel 

challenged, but defined well enough so 
that you can achieve them.

Goals should measure outcomes, not 
activities.

Goals should be linked to a timeframe 
that creates a practical sense of 

urgency, or results in tension between 
the current reality and the vision of the 

goal.
Maintain, improve, and add to high frequency network

Yes

Maintain  - continue current HFN, 
Improve  - improve frequency, Add 
more routes

Just started HFN, so will be challenge 
to maintain, improve, and add more 
routes.

Outcome is a HFN that enhances 
ridership. Accomplish in 5 years.

Reduce travel time.

Yes

Shorten means that travel time on 
route is less than existing in 2017

There are a variety of methods to 
achieve this and they need to be 
evaluated and tried.

Outcome is shorter time on route for 
transit rider, encouraging and 
enhancing transit experience

Within 5 years make at least 2 routes 
have shorter travel time than that 
existing in 2017.

Keep transit center, bus stops and shelters safe, attractive, and 
clean.

Yes

Safe; less crime than in 2017, 
Attractive; painted, Clean; no trash or 
graffiti

Will be a financial challenge, but 
doable.

Outcome is ridership satisfaction with 
these aspects of system Achieve in 1 year.

Accommodate bicycles so as to have seamless travel.

Yes

 Survey bike riders to see experience; 
assess adding more bike 
accommodations to transit

Need more information about issue 
before can set implementable action.

Outcome is more bike riders can use 
system reliably

Implementable action, if needed, 
within 4 years.

Improve signage at stops and transit centers
Improve facilities so can carry more bicycles on the buses

  
Produce and implement a marketing plan.
Include increasing ridership incentives in management 
contract.
Keep fares low and maintain economy fare.
Report number of passengers.
Report on-time performance.
Report costs.
Report on vehicle maintenance
Report on safety record.
Farebox recovery at 17% of cost.

Public advisory board. Establish Transit Advisory Committee.
Useful Realtime information. Better arrival times for transit.

Maintain regional investment
Search for and apply for grants
Establish at least 2 public private partnerships in 2 years
Identify all revenue streams and project for 5 years
Continue work on concept of metropolitan transit agency
Increase revenue stream by x%
The TTF will continue to work on the concept of Metropolitan 
Transit Agency
RTA funding TBD

Maintain a region-wide fare policy
Establish integrated scheduling4

Have an affordable, 
environmentally and economically 

sustainable transit system.

Maintain cooperation between transit agencies in 
the region

5
Promote an understanding of the 
value of transit to the economic 

vitality of the region.

2

Build, operate, and maintain a safe 
and efficient transit system that 
incorporates best practices and 

technologies.

Retain current customers and attract new riders

Continue monthly public distribution of transit 
system performance standards

3
Create innovative public and 

private partnerships to promote and 
support a robust transit system.

Identify and adopt a sustainable funding strategy

Mission Statement Draft Goals Draft Objectives

1

Develop a comfortable, attractive, 
and convenient transit network that 
serves all customers, maintaining 
current and adding new ridership.

Improve service delivery to enhance customer 
experience so they choose transit.  


